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Three Catherine Coulter titles together for the first time in one collectionSplit SecondA serial killer is

on the loose, and itâ€™s up to FBI agents Dillon Savich and Lacey Sherlock to bring him down.

They soon discover the killer has blood ties to an infamous and now long-dead monster. Savich and

Sherlock are joined by agents Lucy Carlyle and Cooper McKnight, and the chase is on. At the same

time, Agent Lucy Carlyle learns from her dying father that her grandfather didnâ€™t simply walk

away from his family twenty-two years ago: he was, in fact, murdered by his wife, Lucyâ€™s

grandmother. Determined to uncover the truth, Lucy moves into her grandmotherâ€™s Chevy

Chase mansion. What she finds, however, is a nightmare. Not only does she discover the truth of

what happened all those years ago, but she faces a new mystery, one that has been passed down

from mother to daughter for generations. As the hunt for the killer escalates, Savich realizes heâ€™s

become the killerâ€™s focus, and perhaps the next victim. Only Lucy can stop this madness before

itâ€™s too late.BackfireSan Francisco judge Ramsey Hunt, longtime friend to FBI agents Lacey

Sherlock and Dillon Savich, begins the murder trial of Clive and Cindy Cahill only to have federal

prosecutor Mickey Oâ€™Rourke, known for his relentless, aggressive style, suddenly turn tentative

and distracted. Hunt suspects that something is very wrongâ€•and then Oâ€™Rourke goes missing

and Judge Hunt gets shot in the back. Savich and Sherlock receive news of the attack as a

mysterious note is delivered to Savich at the Hoover Building: FOR WHAT YOU DID YOU

DESERVE THIS. Who sent the note? What does it mean? As Ramsey Huntâ€™s life hangs in the

balance, Savich and Sherlock race to San Francisco to answer the question: Why would anyone

shoot the judge? When they discover one answer, more questions arise until Savich and Sherlock

face the final shock.BombshellFBI Special Agent Griffin Hammersmith, last seen in Backfire, has

been recruited by Dillon Savich to join his unit in Washington, D.C. Savich sees something special

in Hammersmith, an almost preternatural instinct for tracking criminals. While on his way to D.C.,

Hammersmith plans to visit his sister, Delsey, a student at Stanislaus School of Music in Maestro,

Virginia. Before he arrives, he gets a phone call that Delsey has been found naked and

unconscious, lying in a pool of blood, after a wild party. The blood isnâ€™t hersâ€•so to whom does it

belong? Griffin must protect Delsey, but from whom? Meanwhile, back in D.C., FBI Agents Savich

and Sherlock have their hands full when the grandson of a former Federal Reserve Bank chairman

is found murdered, every bone in his body broken, his corpse frozen at the foot of the Lincoln

Memorial. Was it revenge against his grandfather for the banking crisis, or something more insidious

and personal? Itâ€™s a bitter winter, and in the endless cold, evil lurks.
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I don't want to go into the storylines, but if you like Catherine Coulter, you'll like this series. If you like

mystery and suspense, these are good audio books for you. I listen to audio books driving to work

and back, and these hold my attention. Highly recommended.

Had purchased hoping to be able to let my Mom who has sight issues listen to it. However, after

listening to it, the profanity is a definite deal breaker. Why authors can't just tell a story without it is

beyond me. Maybe they need to increase their vocabulary with words that are not offensive to

people. But since we can't express our personal views any more in this world if you are

conservative, I guess I shouldn't be surprised that we can't prefer not to endure profanity! I am sure

I will receive criticisms for objecting. But I have NO desire to be "politically correct"! I prefer to be

"morally correct". Here comes more criticism!

What a great collection to listen too, while driving on a long/short trip. Or just listen while cleaning or

sewing at home.

Started me onto another "series" by an author !!!!! The stories lines bring the characters to life,

creating a serious following to each book ! Went back to the first one in the series, which I highly

suggest anyone to do !!!



All of the stories were far fetched (i.e., magic ring) and poorly written. I love thrillers but these stories

lacked suspense. The readers were horrible! I listened to the entire series during a trip but it was

torture. I will never buy another book written by this author especially one on tape.

Got this in May with a Nora Roberts cd. Just started listening to it last week. One disc in each of 2 of

the 3 books in the box set has a damaged cd you can't listen to. To late to return but won't order

again. Depressing when you can't listen to the full story on 2 of 3 books!

Great books for the price

I enjoy this series and the stories did not disappoint. I listen to books on CD when traveling back

and forth from Western NY to RI.
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